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ጉሶ እና ዋስትና ያለው ቤት

Clean and safe accommodation
የስደተኛ ጉዳይ እና ካሳን በተመለከተ የሚሰጥ ሕጋዊ ኣገልግሎት

Expert legal advice, including on immigration and compensation
Psychological or therapeutic counselling
Translation into and from your native language
የሕክምና ኣገልግሎት

Medical assistance
በልዓታ የሳይወጥ ሰለባ፣ የሚችሉ ውሳኔዎች
POSSIBLE OUTCOMES AVAILABLE
TO VICTIMS OF TRAFFICKING IN THE UK
Asylum or leave to remain in the UK: once someone has ‘asylum’ status then there is a right to stay and live in the UK. With a positive ‘trafficking’ decision there is also a possibility to stay in the UK with ‘leave to remain’.
Removal: when someone is returned to their country of origin because they are not given asylum or leave to remain in the UK.
Compensation
ቁጥር ከሆነ ሲመወረ የሆነን ከንድን ከሆነ

Assistance to return home
Co-funded by the Prevention of and Fight against Crime Programme of the European Union